Effects of protein synthesis inhibition on the transcription and transcript stability of Dictyostelium prespore genes.
The in vivo accumulation of several prespore transcripts of Dictyostelium discoideum has previously been shown to depend upon concomitant protein synthesis (Ratner, D.I., Pentz, W.H. and Pelletier, D.A. (1989) Biochim. Biophys. Acta 1008, 71-78). Measurements of in vivo mRNA decay and nuclear run-on transcription assays have now been used to learn whether protein synthesis is required primarily for mRNA synthesis or transcript stability. The translational inhibitors cycloheximide and pactamycin stabilized existing prespore transcripts, despite their effect upon mRNA accumulation. Transcriptional assays, performed at intervals throughout the developmental cycle, demonstrated that temporal changes in the abundance of several cell-specific transcripts correlated closely with changes in their rates of synthesis. Finally, blocking protein synthesis strongly inhibited the transcription of the prespore genes examined. These results imply that one or more developmentally regulated, labile proteins are needed for the activation of prespore gene transcription.